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Wireless Hill, South Luffenham, Oakham, Rutland, LE15 8NF

Tel: 01780 722200  -  Fax: 01780 722201
  -  tech.sales@knight-ltd.co.ukwww.knight-ltd.com



V-fold Boom 
An excellent solution for customers who need larger 
boom widths.  
Available from 12m to 30m it has been designed to 
combine the strength, rigidity and good spray nozzle 
protection that is synonymous with a Knight boom.
The folding action also provides an incline mode when the 
machine is spraying in valley bottoms.

XTRA MOUNTED SPRAYERS
Knight tractor mounted sprayers combine compact, lightweight design with exceptional strength 
and reliability.  With 1300, 1600 & 1900 litre polyethylene tanks and specially designed booms up 
to 30m they can be carried comfortably by a medium sized tractor.  Mounting and de-mounting 
procedures are quick and simple.

Xtra Front Tanks 
Available in a number of sizes to complement the rear 
sprayer.
- 1100 litre and 1500 litre polyethylene tank.
- Hypro hydraulic drive centrifugal pump.
- In cab transfer / agitate valve control.
- Tank wash heads.
- Front bumper with lights.
- Front linkage or tractor frame mounting.
- Parking legs.

SPRAYER FEATURES

Tank 1300, 1600 & 1900
Modular clean water tank and internal tank wash heads.

Boom Gullwing booms up to 28m with a 4 or 6 jet back frame.
V-fold boom up to 30m.

Spray lines
Stainless steel spray lines with a single or double row of single, three way or five way nozzles.

Boom Hydraulics
Hydraulics taken from tractor or optional Electro hydraulic spool valves.

Pump 260 litre/minute six cylinder diaphragm.
Controller

Muller controller options used to operate all spray functions and boom folding.
Electronic sight gauge with auto tank fill shut off option.

Regulation 
Flow based electronic regulation, operating flow compensating diaphragm pressure regulator. 

MAXImizer Plumbing system
Ergonomic Sprayer Control Panel
Chemical induction hopper with can rinsing system
ISOBUS options
GPS compatible options

Additional Features:
Air shut off nozzle bodies  -  Hand wash / clothing locker  -  External wash down kit  -  Bout marker  -  Boom Levelling

 litre rotationally moulded polyethylene.
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